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_ . _ To ge~e..Ead ne~ys _ Ol!t.. of th.€:) ~~y_ fi!~t ,_we ..... ee_no . evidence, _ based. on-last-week' s . tech-~ 
mcal action. that the-intermediate-term market decline. which-began on A'pril-27. 1981 at 
1024.05 on the Dow. is yet over. As our readers are aware. we have. since early summer, 
been pointing to the general deterioration of the stock market picture. As recently as July 24. 
we expressed the view that the most likely termination for the current stock-market downswing 
would be a recognizable selling climax. We base this feeling on the most recently available 
market history. Since the 1974 lows were reached. long. protracted bear markets. such as 
those which characterized the early 1960's and late 1970's. have been conspicuous by their 
absence. We have had. in their place. short. but relatively sharp and vicious, intermediate
scale declines. Three of these have occurred in the past few years. in the Fall of 1978, the 
Fall of 1979. and the Spring of 1980. All three were characterized in their termination stages 
by the same sort of volatile climactic action which we had come to believe was the exclusive 
property of bear markets much greater in extent. We see no particular immediate evidence of 
a change in the basic pattern of market behavior typical of the last seven years. Our feeling. 
therefore. continues to be that the current instance will produce a similar sort of climax. 

The sort of climax we have in mind would produce certain measurable characteristics. One 
such characteristic would be the presence of one or more downswing days on which a large 
percentage of individual issues declined in price. Generally in the past, a day in which 80 
percent or more of all issues traded decline has been a reliable indicator of the onset of climax 
action. The phenomenon is rare enough to stand out. Only 40 such days have taken place in 
the past 33 years. Such occurrences. however. unfailingly took place around the time of major 
bottoms starting with .1949 and cmilirurin.g_inJ.95.3.-1.95'Z.r-1962,~,~1-966 .-l-9'10,-and-t-he-t-hree 
recent downswings referred to above. 

It is therefore worth noting that we did have such a day this Monday. when the Dow 
dropped some 20 points and 80.7 percent of allissues traded closed lower. Here. however, a 
caveat must be noted. It is not at all uncommon for a number of such days to occur on the 
way down to a climax bottom. In 1978, for example, the low on the Dow was 785.26 on 
November 14. The two days with 80% declining issues occurred on October 17 and 20, at 836 
and 838. Likewise, the 1979 low st 796.67 on November 17 was preceded by three 80%-declin
ing days in mid-October. at 857, 849, and 809 respectively. 

Furthermore, another reliable indicator of a selling climax is, very often, excessive volume. 
This has been notable by its total absence to date. A measurement we have used with some 
success to determine evidence of unusually heavy downside volume has been a single day on 
which volume increased to somewhere between 1. 5 times and 2 times its average for the past 
25 days, preferably reaching a high close to the latter figure. This took place both in 1978 
and 1979. The average volume for the past 25 days has been approximately 43 million shares. 
Therefore. it would be reasonable to expect a selling climax to produce minimum volume in the 
upper 6~million-share range and, better still, something well in excess of 80 million. This, 
of course, has not occurred. 

Having said all this, we continue to reiterate our belief that the overall scale of this 
decline is unlikely to prove a great deal different than that of the recent downswings men
tioned above. The 1978 decline was 13.5%. the 1979 instance 11. 2% and the Spring-1980 case, 
16.0%. This one has extended to 13.2% so far. Based on our reading of individual chart 
patterns, we think a downside objective, in terms of the Dow, of something like 850 is 
plausible. This would produce a correction on the scale of the drop which ended on Silver 
Thursday a year ago last Spring. Therefore, although further weakness seems probable, we 
think that attainment of these levels, especially if accompanied by the sort of climax action 
referred to above, would provide an above -average buying opportunity. 
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